Abstract. Nucleation and interface propagation criteria are derived with account for temperature variation in the course of phase transition (PT) and internal variables. A model problem concerning the nucleation of thin inclined infinite layer in a rigid-plastic half-space under prescribed normal and shear stresses is solved. Nontrivial effect of shear stress on the PT pressure is shown.
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INTRODUCTION
A lot of experiments exhibit very strong effect of plastic straining on martensitic PT, but corresponding theory makes the first steps only. The review of various approaches published before 1992 can be found in [I] . In [2, 31 conditions of nucleation and interface propagation are derived. In the present paper these conditions are generalized with a consistent taking into account the temperature variation in transforming particles in the course of P T and for media with internal variables. For these purposes a new approach based on a dissipation balance in a transforming material point is developed. A model problem concerning the nucleation of the thin infinite layer in a rigid-plastic half-space under prescribed normal and shear stresses is solved. The angle of inclination of the layer is determined based on a postulate of realizability [2] - [4] . Nontrivial effect of a shear stresses on the P T pressure is related with a necessity to meet plasticity condition in the parent phase.
CONDITIONS OF NUCLEATION AND INTERFACE PROPAGATION
Consider a volume V of multiphase material with a boundary S and prescribed boundary data on S. Assume that in small volume V , E V with the boundary C , some PT occurs during the time A t . We admit the second law of thermodynamic for each point of a volume V, in the form of the Plank inequality Here D is the rate of dissipation per unit volume, p the mass density, s the entropy, Ij, the specific Helmholtz free energy, u and E the stress and strain tensors, 6 the temperature. The total dissipation increment during the P T in each transforming material point is defined as Assume that during P T three dissipative processes occur: P T itself, plastic flow and the process of variation of some unspecified internal variable g. As an example of internal variable a dislocation density tensor or tensor of internal stresses can be considered. The dissipation increment in the Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1995822 course of P T due to plastic flow and variation of internal variable can be represented in the following form where X, = u -p 2 and X g = -p are generalized dissipative forces, conjugated with -Y -.# plastic strain rate ip and g respectively. The expression for X p and X g is derived using the standard thermodynamical procedure for materials without PT [5, 6] . The dissipation increment due to PT itself X is a difference between N and Np, , i.e.
The simplest assumption that all three dissipative processes are mutually independent results in conditions that dissipation increment due to each of dissipative processes should be nonnegative, in particular X 2 0 . Consequently, at X < 0 PT is impossible. The condition X = 0 is the criterion of P T without dissipation due to PT, because P T is possible (noncontradicts to second law of thermodynamics) and dissipation increment due to P T is zero.
Since practically all martensitic transformations, even in elastic materials, are accompanied with a dissipation and a hysteresis, the P T criterion has the following form Here k is an experimentally determined value of dissipation due to PT, which can depend on parameters 8, €,, g, . . . ; we shall designate them y . At X < k P T is impossible.
For each point of nuclei V, PT criterion (5) should be met. Integrating this criterion over the volume Vn we obtain the necessary condition of nucleation or taking into account Eq. (4) for X where v is the velocity on En from the side of nucleus, p = a -n the stress vector. Note that Gauss theorem was used.
Assume that the volume Vn is obtained by interface C propagation with a normal velocity v, during time A t , i.e. it is bounded by surfaces it and at time t and t + A t respectively, as well as by two lateral infinitesimal surfaces with the heights v, A t . Let us transform the stress work integral in Eq. (7) .
On the moving coherent interface the position vector and the traction vector p are continuous, p2 = p, , and due to compatibility condition [I, 41
.nu,
Here n is the unit normal to the interface, F = e + w , w the rotation tensor, [a] := a2 -a l . Then neglecting all the terms of order A t 2 we obtain
i.e. work-producing components of stress tensor are fixed in the course of PT. Substitution of Eq. (9) into Eq. (7) and similar equations for all other parameters. Here V is the gradient operator, the term V a appears due to the fact that the tensor a , is determined on the C A surface, i.e. at point r+v, n A t ( r E Z ( t ) ) . Eqs. , for nonisothermal processes and media with internal variables. Note that at transition from the material point to the finite volume or surface additional energy terms can appear and should be taken into account. E.g., a change of surface energy should be added to right side of Eqs. ( 7 ) and (10). Additional dissipation threshold kl: due to intersection of interface with dislocations, point defects, grains and subgrains boundaries should be added to k in Eq. (10).
Note, that Eqs. Temperature variation in the course of P T can be determined using the first law of thermodynamics or entropy balance equation, in particularIy, under assumption that process is adiabatic [5, 61.
MODEL PROBLEM
Let us consider an infinite rigid-plastic half-space with prescribed normal P and shear T stresses on
' T. B
the whole surface (Fig. 1) . Assume that a coherent PT transforms the thin infinite layer A' B' D C in : A B D C , which is inclined at some angle a to surface S . We shall consider a plane strain problem and assume that stress-strained field are homogeneous in the layer and stress field is fixed in the course of PT.
: i Material outside the layer is rigid.
: Similar problem at fixed a = 0 was solved in In our case E = E, + e t , where q is a transformation strain, g r 0 and X , = a. In the local x -y coordinate system we assume where 6 is a parameter, which varies from 0 till 1 in the course of PT, E, and yt are the volumetric and shear transformation strains, i the two dimensional unit tensor, subscript s means symmetrisation. In this case P T criterion (7) results in X, = 0 . 5~~ (a,, + a,,) + r a y t -A$' = k:(a) , (15) where function k (a) characterizes an anisotropy of dissipative threshold; A 4' = $; -$: is the difference of thermal parts of 4, which is a known function of temperature; a,, , sat and T, are the normal, tangential and shear stresses in the layer, subscript a means that the stresses are defined in a local coordinate system x -y , inclined at the angle a .
Let a slip line in the layer is inclined at an angle , B respective the surface S (Fig 1) . Per definition for a slip line is valid TP = 0.5 a, , where a, is the yield limit.
We shall use known relations based on Moohr's circle a,, = a f 0 . 5~~ sin 2 ( P -a ) ; a,* = a 'f 0.50; sin2(,B-a) ;
T, = 0.50, cos 2 ( P -a ) and
where ul and 5 2 are the main stresses. The signs + or -in Eq. (16) should be chosen, based on knowledge, which inequality a,, > a,* or a,, < a,, is valid for the problem under consideration. (20) we obtain the PT criterion which represents in a P -T plane a half sphere with a radius 0.5 a , 2 , shifted on vector A along the axis P (Fig. 2) . We took into account that a, = u, 2 (for the second phase). If k' G 0 , then a = /3 (the layer coincides with a slip line) and
We should take also into account the inequality P2 + 4T2 5 a i l , which means that applied stresses cannot violate the yield condition for the first phase and a material outside the layer is rigid. In a P -T plane Eq. (26) represents an ellipsis with semiaxis u,l and 0.5 a, 1 . Consequently, the P T -criterion represents in a P -T plane the part of a half sphere (23) lying inside the ellipsis (26) (Fig. 2) . Let us analyze the obtained results.
If the restriction (26) should not be taken into account, then the increase of T decreases the PT pressure, and maximal decrease is equal to 0.5 a , 2 at T = 0.5 a , 2 . Inequality (26) results in a several important limitations (see Fig. 2 ):
2. The increase of T decreases the PT pressure when the sphere (23) lies inside the ellipsis (26). An additional increase of T makes PT impossible. In particularly at a, 2 2 a, 1 and A = a, 1-0.5a, 2 or A = -a, 1 -0 . 5~~ 2 P T is possible at T G 0 only (points P = *a, 1).
The larger
, the contribution of T is more significant. For o,l 2 0.5 uy T practically . .
a , rt
2. The term (for a = 0 ) reaches for the "optimal" angle a its maximal value 7 . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The derived nucleation and interface propagation conditions are rather general and independent of the materials constitutive equations. At the next step the simplified models of transforming volume should be developed, e.g. macroscopically uniformly [2] or with constant strain gradient deformed volume, with account for inertia effects, with a wave mechanism of nucleus growth and so on.
